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Beschreibung
Ein neuer Fall für die Agenten Harrow und Branch: Morde an Mitgliedern einer geheimen
Organisation halten die beiden in Atem. Doch eigentlich kann niemand wissen, dass es diese
Organisation gibt, geschweige denn, wer ihr angehört! Der Mörder wird schnell gefunden,
doch damit ist der Fall noch lange nicht abgeschlossen. Welche Geheimnisse verstecken sich
in den Tiefen der amerikanischen Regierung?

2 Jul 2017 . There's both more and less to the Deep State than you might think. You'll never
walk into a hotel and see a sign in the lobby announcing “Welcome Deep State, Conference
Room 3A.” The Deep State isn't a conscious conspiracy, it's a large mass with no guiding
intellect.
16 Feb 2016 . The Bush crime family is the dirtiest bunch of corrupt politicians who are the
pillars of the US deep state, an American scholar says.
30 May 2017 . DONALD Trump is the victim of a conspiracy against his Presidency which is
illustrated by the extraordinary number of leaks flowing out of the White House, top White
House staffers have claimed.
Speculation arises that 'Deep State' could be responsible for Trump administration leaks. Feb
21st 2017 6:17PM. President Trump has complained about the flurry of intelligence leaks
plaguing his new administration, and some are speculating that it could be the work of a
system called the "Deep State." According to the.
21 Feb 2017 . Hugh Hewitt: Fire Obama's 'Deep State' Sleeper Cells Yesterday . I think if you
nominate the deputy secretary of State, the deputy secretary of Defense, the undersecretary for
policy at DOD . a solicitor general, perhaps, that might be of particular interest to you, they
can all be recess appointment on March.
21 Jun 2017 . On Wednesday morning, Mark started the day with Steve, Ainsley and Brian on
"Fox & Friends" discussing the Tuesday night before in the Georgia special election. His little
bit of phrase-making appears to be catching on. The Washington Times: Conservative.
30 Jan 2017 . Many have compared Trump's professed anti-establishment goals to President
John F. Kennedy's fatal efforts to take down the Deep State and the CIA. . In addition,
according to Ruppert, who detailed the case in “The Elephant in the Living Room” (From the
Wilderness 3/30 02), ExxonMobil engaged in.
1 Feb 2016 . The Deep State is author Mike Lofgren's term for power centers in Washington,
Wall Street and, to an extent, Silicon Valley that determine government policy, yet operate in
secret, without accountability to the law or democratic control. He wrote in The Deep State
that the USA is condemned to unending war.
11 Oct 2017 - 62 min - Uploaded by Jason GoodmanLas Vegas was only part of it, the Deep
State is at war with the people of the United States .
14 Feb 2017 . Laxminarayan's faith in the power, if not the wisdom, of the American deep
state has declined since the election. If there is a deep state – a network of political, military
and economic interests operating behind the scenes to ensure the continuity of America's
governing structures – it isn't clear that it has the.
2 Nov 2017 . Secret societies such as the Bohemian Grove and Skull and Bones play a major
role in American affairs and have for generations; that much is clear and well-documented.
But most Americans have paid little attention to what happens outside of the media spotlight
— until now. In recent months, public.
23 Feb 2017 . Recognizing that Obama has more credibility than Hillary Clinton and still
physically fit for administering a protracted war against many independently funded anti-Deep
State groups, George Soros is now pouring his resources to underwrite the massive efforts to
undermine the unfriendly Donald Trump.
2 Oct 2017 . The Times reported that Manafort also recently started getting paid to advocate
for a referendum on Kurdish independence from Iraq, a development opposed by the United
States. Today, the Atlantic reported the details of Manafort's email exchanges with the Russian
oligarch's staff. And to all this,.

14 Dec 2017 . Another action-packed show featuring guests updating the show with the latest
about South Africa. The team discusses the Roy Moore election results while Jorge 2 reports
on the status of Uranium One and the attempted Deep State coup of a duly elected President.
Our Brother across the pond Luke.
4 Dec 2017 . The Deep State Unraveling. This and more on the program.
18 Oct 2017 . So much for the stories about bureaucrats quitting their jobs en masse if Donald
Trump got elected.
17 Feb 2017 . Just when I thought everything would calm down. The Deep State. I've been
hearing rumours about it on and off for the past year or more. But now it seems it's become
official. Bill Kristol, the prominent Republican analyst who founded The Weekly Standard,
wrote on Twitter, "Obviously strongly prefer.
26 Feb 2017 . (Natural News) The Alt-Left has completely come out of the shadows since the
election of Donald J. Trump to become protector and leader of the free world, fully revealing
itself and not the 45th president to be the real fascist threat to American liberties and freedoms.
The latest incident is Google's decision.
19 Feb 2017 . The term "deep state" has come back into vogue after a gush of leaks from the
intelligence community. Journalist Marc Ambinder explains what it means to NPR's Lulu
Garcia-Navarro. LOURDES GARCIA-NAVARRO, HOST: This past week, an old term has
migrated from spy novels to cable news. The deep.
5 Dec 2017 . They include John Brennan, Jim Comey, Sally Yates, Peter Strzok and a passel of
deep state operatives — all of whom baldly abused their offices. After Brennan had concocted
the whole Russian election meddling meme to sully the Donald's shocking election win, the
latter three holdovers — functioning.
In the United States, the deep state is an alleged entity that coordinates efforts by government
employees and others to influence state policy without regard for democratically elected
leadership. It has often been dismissed by numerous journalists and academics as a conspiracy
theory. The term, which was originally used.
guest-ajolawjj Mar 12th, 02:01. Read Mike Lofgren's book, The Deep State: The Fall of the
Constitution and The Rise of a Shadow Government. One time Republican Budget aide to
John Kasich in the House. Great book. This isn't a Turkish style Deep State but a Wall Street,
K Street, Defense/Intelligence Industry, Silicon.
16 Feb 2017 . Michael Flynn's resignation as national security adviser — and the murky,
widening scandal that it has provoked— has prompted another bout of shivering and shaking
in the media about Russian interference in American politics. Here's a quick recap, if you've
been living in a cave: Flynn resigned Monday.
If you want to picture the relationship between the 60 million Americans who voted for
Donald Trump and the Deep State seeking to unseat him; DON'T picture a . Posted: Jun 03,
2017 12:02 AM . Much like our parasitical one-celled protozoa, the Deep State has an
overriding purpose and a fixed repertoire of reflexes.
2 Aug 2017"[The president] had some reservations [about signing the sanctions bill], the
argument was .
17 Feb 2017 . “We see the government of God over the world is hidden,” Francis Bacon wrote
in 1605, describing the deepest of deep states: the lord's reign over us, which Bacon thought a
good model for earthly rule. “Obscure and invisible” was how Bacon thought government
worked best, and King James I agreed,.
2 Jun 2017 . The US economy added 138000 jobs in May, down from 174000 in April and
below analyst predictions of 185000 jobs, the US Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) said today.
These stats are released monthly by the nonpartisan BLS—or as conservative Twitter saw it

this morning, surreptitious agents of the.
2 Oct 2017 . . conspiratorial ideation that has made Jones a celebrity. Jones, in turn, plays to
Trump's vanity by routinely claiming that the deep state—what the far-right calls longtime
government officials—and its Democratic enablers are attempting to overthrow Trump in a
putsch. Screen Shot 2017-10-02 at 1 Infowars.
4 Mar 2017 . International relations scholars and public administration experts associate deep
states with authoritarian regimes, such as Egypt, Turkey, Pakistan and pre-civil-war Syria.
However, as we're finding out, the U.S. has its own deep state. While some media outlets
portray deep state talk as tantamount to.
19 Feb 2017 . Googling “Deep State” and “Donald Trump” will return 833000 links, with most
posing the question of whether the CIA and other government agencies operating beneath the
radar are working to unseat the president. While this concern has been expressed even before
he took office, it spiked after Michael.
19 Jun 2017 . During his first few weeks in the White House President Trump confronted a
series of damaging leaks originating, he alleged, from within US intelligence community.
Trump Is Fighting To Save The Deep State. Thursday, 02 November 2017 03:26 Derrick
Broze. This article was written by Derrick Broze and originally published at Activist Post.
While claiming to fight “The Deep State” and drain the swamp, Donald Trump fights to save a
controversial law which serves as a powerful tool for.
2 Nov 2017 . Deep State Baltic Porter brewed by Catawba Brewing Co. as an Porter - Baltic
style beer, which has 3.6 out of 5, with 624 ratings and reviews on Untappd.
6 Aug 2017 - 3 minSean Hannity beats the drum about the so-called "deep state" on a daily
basis. Trevor Timm .
11 Jul 2017 . Rank-and-file members of the CIA and the NSA morphed in the popular
imagination from metadata-snarfing desk jockeys to brave sleeper agents of the Deep State,
bent on sinking the president's leaky ship. By the time Trump began to turn on the people
investigating his ties to Russia — you know, Wittes's.
In THIS IS NOT A GAME, Dagmar found that the Alternate Reality Game she was writing
was being manipulated by a killer, and in her own turn manipulated the game players in order
to solve mysteries and unmask the villain. In the sequel DEEP STATE, that progression
continues. Once again, the boundaries between.
15 Feb 2017 . Are Deep-State Leakers Defending Democracy or Corroding It? Is the gusher of
leaks about the White House the work of bureaucrats who want to undermine the president?
And if so, is that a good or bad thing? Evan Vucci / AP.
2 Aug 2017 . When the CIA was founded 70 years ago, it immediately began shaping the
world in a way that served US business interests. In those days, the agency was led by Allen
Dulles, its most powerful director. But who was this man? David Talbot, author of “The
Devil's Chessboard,” has the answers.
12 Dec 2017 . An early CIA voice promoting the Russian collusion and election meddling
narrative tells Politico of his role in the "deep state" intelligence war on Trump.
16 Feb 2017 . **Want FOX News Halftime Report in your inbox every day? Sign up here.**
On the roster: Trump knocks down 'Deep State' claims - Trump reverts to campaign strategy:
Beat the press - New GOP ObamaCare plan: Replace as you go - Mattis: U.S. not ready for
closer Russia collaboration - Luckily,.
19 May 2017 . This 'bombshell' is just another instalment of the Deep State's campaign to
remove the Donald from office based on the trumped-up Russia meddling story.
The truth isn't out there: New 'Deep State' comic is the flipside of the 'X-Files'. Christian
Boyles—. 2014-11-14 02:33 pm | Last updated 2017-02-24 11:37 pm. Deep State Comic. Pair

of federal agents in BOOM! Comics series support the Freedom of Disinformation Act.
Picture a mash-up of The X-Files and Men In Black.
9 Mar 2017 . The "deep state." It is a murky and ominous term often suggesting a conspiracy
— usually involving intelligence agencies, the armed forces or even judges — to influence
policy and undercut demo.
Published on December 02 2017 . Justin's note: For this Weekend Edition, we're taking a break
from our usual fare to share an important update on the “Deep State”—a group of shadowy
government insiders that control just about every . Below, Bill explains how the Deep State
uses its fake money system against you.
2 Aug 2017 . Almost half of Americans believe the deep state exists.
3 May 2017 . The deep state and the boomerang effect Jerry Kroth, Ph.D. Academic
psychology does not rank high on solutions to international crises, but i.
17 Feb 2017 . U.S. Rep. Thomas Massie unleashed some theories about Russia, dark forces
and President Trump that left CNN anchor Kate Bolduan stunned.
4 Aug 2017 . Trump adviser fired over memo warning of globalist-Islamist 'deep state' .
Published: 08/02/2017 at 10:20 PM. . A Trump adviser who advocated for declaring the
Muslim Brotherhood a terrorist organization and warned of a globalist “deep state” working to
undermine the Trump agenda has been axed by.
2 Jan 2015 . Kongregate free online game Deep State - Deep State is an incremental/idle game
in which you are appointed director of the new National.. Play Deep State.
Jason Ditz, “Report: CIA Drones Killed Over 2,000, Mostly Civilians in Pakistan Since 2006,”
AntiWar.com, January 2, 2011, http://news.antiwar.com/ 2011/01/02/report-cia-drones-killedover-2000-mostly-civilians-in-pakistan -since-2006/. Cf. Karen DeYoung, “Secrecy Defines
Obama's Drone War,” Washington Post,.
Deepstate II - Everybody Get Down 6:41. Deepstate II - Everybody Get Down (Tribal Chant
Mix) 7:19. Deepstate II -- Everybody Get Down (Downtown Dub) 6:02. Deepstate II Everybody get down (uptown mix) 6:35. Deep State II - Everybody Get Down - White Label
(Hip House) 6:36. DEEPSTATE II EVERYBODY GET.
2 Dec 2017 . PHIT's Saturday Night has become the cornerstone of Philly's improvised
comedy scene. Mixing amazing storytelling, quick wits, hilarious chaos and a dash of audience
participation, an elite cast of the city's best improvisers create shows that are never seen before
and will never be seen again at every.
5 Sep 2017 . Ten Thoughts About Hurricanes, Climate Change, And The Deep State. I suppose
I may as well continue my daily tradition of alienating half my readership and challenge my
right-leaning followers today. Don't worry, I'm sure my lefty readers will be mad at me for
whatever I write tomorrow. As a Category 5.
Sunday, April 02, 2017. by . The true story, they say, is a conspiracy by the so-called “Deep
State” to undermine a democratically elected president. . “Deep State” may meet a similar fate,
with some anti-Trump commentators arguing that the term, while appropriate for less
democratic governments abroad, has no meaning.
The deep state (Turkish: derin devlet) is alleged to be a group of influential anti-democratic
coalitions within the Turkish political system, composed of high-level elements within the
intelligence services (domestic and foreign), Turkish military, security, judiciary, and mafia.
The notion of deep state is similar to that of a "state.
17 May 2014 . Søren Nordström returns to Drumlore with his full-length debut album, Deep
State. Building on the deeply hypnotic style first heard on Protogenesis, this release examines
the shadowy machinations of the surveillance state through haunting minimal and dub techno
rhythms . 02 - Deep State (125 BPM)

2 Oct 2017 . Alex Jones, the conspiracy theorist who once claimed that the 2012 attack on
Sandy Hook Elementary School in Newtown, Connecticut, was staged, is now making
similarly preposterous claims about the murder of at least 58 people at a country music concert
in Las Vegas Sunday night. Jones used his.
Anne C. Mulkern, “Oil and Gas Interests Set Spending Record in 2009,” New York Times,
February 2, 2010, accessed April 21, 2015, http://www.nytimes.
com/gwire/2010/02/02/02greenwire-oil-and-gas-interests-set-spending-recordfor-l-1504.html?
pagewanted=all. Jen DeGregorio, “Some Question Whether Louisiana Is too.
17 Oct 2017 . “I've lived in a lot of countries where conspiracy theories abound because
people feel like they lack self-determination,” a recently retired Foreign Service officer told
reporter Jason Zengerle. “And a great many people inside State are now hypothesizing about
what the goal of all this is. Why are they firing.
The Deep State, featuring Joel Simpson Tuesday, May 2, 2017, 8:00 PM to 10:00 PM PDT The
Deep State: Making Sense of Permanent War, Questionable Elections, Mass Surveillance, a
Bloated Medical System, Embedded Racism in a Supposedly Democratic Country. This was a
LIVE Streaming Event. Video and.
15 Feb 2017 . Michael Flynn was politically assassinated by the deep state.
Deep State (2018) on IMDb: Movies, Tv, Celebrities, and more. . Back in March it was
announced that Mark Strong is set to lead the upcoming Fox spy series Deep State, and now
we have the first official look at the actor as Max Easton, who .. 02 December 2016; by Alex
Ritman; The Hollywood Reporter - TV News.
10 Feb 2016 . By Jonathan Marshall. Turkey's embattled President Recep Tayyip Erdogan is
resurrecting the “deep state” alliance of secret intelligence operatives and extreme rightists that
he so notably challenged just a few years ago while putting hundreds of military officers and
other opponents on trial for conspiring.
2 Sep 2017 . One of the ancillary benefits of Donald Trump's insurgence into the US political
scene has been a forceful injection of realism into the national political discourse. One of
those points of discussion is centered around the concept of a 'state within a state,' commonly
referred to as the Deep State. It's suddenly.
20 Feb 2017 . jennyburger says: 20/02/2017 at 9:04 pm. Thanks, Elena Doctors say most coma
patients can hear loved ones talking to them, even in their deep state of unconsciousness. Do
you ever get the feeling something or someone is trying to communicate to us within our Deep
State? And are they, perhaps,.
14 Aug 2017 . For a moment, (I'll leave aside the fact that this unauthorized draft report was
leaked to the mainstream media by the so-called deep state of President Obama loyalists
without Perry's blessing.) What's just as concerning to me is that this unapproved report is
being used by elements of the environmental.
29 Nov 2017 . Secretary of State Rex Tillerson has been working the plunger on the overseas
branch of the Washington swamp's public relations department, also known as the U.S. State
Department. Some of the swamp critters are now to the point of flushing themselves down the
drain, either out of honor or frustration.
THOUGHT GARDEN by Deep State, released 14 April 2017 1. Guardin' 2. No Idea pt. II 3.
Mountains 4. Death Waltz 5. Thought Garden 6. Heavy Lunch 7. Nothing Speaking 8.
Infinitesimals 9. Idiot Waster 10. Eight 11. Urn.
12 Feb 2017 . WASHINGTON, DC - JANUARY 31: U.S. President Donald Trump (R) shakes
hands with Judge Neil Gorsuch after nominating him to the Supreme Court during a ceremony
in the East Room of the White House January 31, 2017 in Washington, DC. If confirmed,
Gorsuch would fill the seat left vacant with the.

8 Nov 2017 . The campaign of Troy Downing, a Republican seeking his party's U.S. Senate
nomination, issued a release Wednesday calling the Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and
Parks "deep state" and claiming.
23 Feb 2017 . Revenge of the Deep State Tom Williams/CQ Roll Call/NewscomLast week, The
Wall Street Journal revealed that members of the intelligence community — part of the deep
state, the unseen government within the government that does not change with elections —
now have acquired so much data on.
18 Apr 2017 . I don't believe in many (any?) conspiracy theories, and if there hasn't been talk
about “the deep state” on MR to date, there is a reason for that. Still, I have been wondering
how one might think about the deep state in public choice terms, even if you have a rather
modest view of what it is all about. Day to day.
6 Oct 2017 . Opinion: The former leader of the Alberta Liberal Party warns that democratic
institutions in Canada are falling under the sway of the oil industry.
21 Feb 2017 . You hear the words hissing from the fur-lined rat hole of Breitbart. They ring
from the pulpit of Greenwald. They sound in the silos of Salon and The Atlantic and Foreign
Policy. And over on Twitter, the white nationalists are Jew-baiting the hapless Bill Kristol
because he prefers the Deep State to the Trump.
6 Dec 2017 . Trump considers private, global spy force to combat 'deep state' President Donald
Trump is considering plans for a global spy network that would circumvent official U.S.
intelligence agencies. The network would counter “deep state” enemies in the intelligence
community that he says are working to.
19 Oct 2017 . 17:53 19.10.2017 (updated 20:02 19.10.2017) Get short URL. 15606. The US
intelligence services enjoy three times more funding than they received before 9/11 and wield
a great amount of power over the US President; if Trump were to challenge the CIA, NSA or
other elements of the "deep state" it would.
2 Nov 2016 . Is there a George Washington style civil war currently raging within the Deep
State? Today on TRUNEWS, Rick Wiles unravels the surreal claims of veteran intelligence
asset Steve Pieczenik , as headlines of Clinton-Epstein pedophilia, America under the control
of an elite shadow, and a counter-coup led.
Wednesday, 10 May, 2017 - 13:02. Emmanuel Macron's election victory showcases that the
French Deep State establishment backs the European Commission in Brussels and continues to
support the euro currency of a majority of EU member states. According to Ohio Northern
University Assistant Professor of History.
Rebellion Brews in Washington—But American 'Deep State' Is Only a Myth. No secret
entrenched bureaucracy is plotting to overthrow Donald Trump. By John R. Schindler •
02/22/17 8:45am. WASHINGTON, DC - FEBRUARY 20: U.S.President Donald Trump gives a
thumbs up to. U.S.President Donald Trump.
McMaster and Mattis Are Rare Assets—Not Deep State Liabilities. By Victor Davis Hanson|
2017-06-02T18:30:05+00:00 August 5, 2017| .. Could McMaster have been more sensitive that
his dismissals of some Trump supporters would be interpreted as a deep-state sellout, or could
Mattis be more attuned that some of his.
2 Dec 2017 . Comedy! Laughs! Get $12 tickets (no fees!) at
https://phitcomedy.ticketleap.com/improv-comedy-deep-state-hooch-dec-02-2017/. ABOUT
THE TEAMS. Hooch: Kelly Conrad Shannon Fahey Stacie Lyons Sheila Master Emma
Needleman Erin Pitts Molly Scullion Christine Walden Randie Welles. Deep State:
29 Jun 2017 - 4 minBusiness World Columnist Holman Jenkins Jr. on hacks and leaks at the
National Security .
16 Feb 2017 . WASHINGTON — A wave of leaks from government officials has hobbled the

Trump administration, leading some to draw comparisons to countries like Egypt, Turkey and
Pakistan, where shadowy networks within government bureaucracies, often referred to as
“deep states,” undermine and coerce elected.
16 Feb 2017 . The Office of the Director of National Intelligence disputed a report that career
intelligence officials have withheld info from Trump.
28 Feb 2017 . If the Democrats have any hope of becoming a decent opposition party which
not only resists the worst of Trump, but also rejects the perverted neoliberal/Deep State
ideology currently embraced by establishment Dems, Tulsi Gabbard will have to play a key
role. As I highlighted in last February's post,.
2 Aug 2017 . Growing intelligence and military agency bureaucracies breed paranoia and
resistance. The politics of the American deep state have grown more explicit in the six months
of the Trump presidency.Rosie Gray of TheAtlantic.com reports that Rich Higgins, an NSC
staff director and former Pentagon official,.
24 Feb 2016 . Bernie Suarez - The last thing the ruling oligarchs want is for people to wake up
from the matrix of lies which the Deep State has put in place.
20 Feb 2017 . Over the last week, the idea of a “deep state” in the United States has become a
hot concept in American politics. The idea is not new, but a combination of leaks about
President Trump and speculation that bureaucrats might try to slow-walk or undermine his
agenda have given it fresh currency. A story in.
23 Nov 2015 . Detroit's Jared Wilson provides the 10th release for Super Rhythm Trax and it
lives up to it's title. On "Plate Mining" and "Idea Of A Deep State", Jared goes in deep with
lush, strings that sooth you as the 303 works it's magic underneath. while "How Deep"
provides a brooding Acid Line and works the.
2 Oct 2017 . On Saturday night, Monday morning -- Sunday morning, they released O.J.
[Simpson] just 20 hours before the attack took place so all the media would come and be in
place to cover this event. The whole thing has the hallmarks of being scripted by deep state
Democrats and their Islamic allies using mental.
Deep State 02: Kontrollsysteme | Justin Jordan, Ariela Kristantina, Ben Wilsonham | ISBN:
9783842019799 | Kostenloser Versand für alle Bücher mit Versand und Verkauf duch
Amazon.
11 Aug 2017 . A controversial memo penned by a former National Security Council staffer has
been released. The document states, among other accusations, that the “deep state” is trying to
undermine President Donald Trump.
9 Sep 2017 . The deep state entered America's national discourse in 2017 with the feeling of an
already familiar character, ready to assume a starring role as hero or villain—depending on
how you feel about Trump. It's easy to dismiss the idea as the breathless complaint of a
frustrated president who hasn't learned to.
21 Feb 2017 . Here's a fact for the media to chew on: The “deep state” is here. As outlined in
Foreign Policy, the concept of the deep state is nothing new. But the Trump presidency may
serve as the galvanizing force that links some of the formal established Democratic opposition
forces, including MoveOn.org,.
Some States May Take FCC To Court Over Net Neutrality Move. 4. 02:33. Older Adults'
Forgetfulness Tied To Faulty Brain Rhythms In Sleep. 5. 08:10. On A Bad Date? These Apps
Could Help You Stay Safe. 6. 04:34. Trump To Unveil National Security Strategy For Military,
Foreign Policy. 7. 07:24. South Africa's ANC To.
16 Feb 2017 . The #NeverTrumpers are at it again, cheering on the "deep state" in the
bureaucracy and politicized members in the intelligence community as they try to undermine
and delegitimize President Trump. Their actions are disturbing, destructive and — as the

president himself correctly tweeted — deeply.
Former GOP Congressional Analyst Mike Lofgren on America's "Deep State."
15 Feb 2017 . Much is being said about Trump's NSA head, Mike Flynn, and the recent past,
the politics within the WH, and now, some of what might be going on. A bit of it is from this;
If I am channel surfing and.
20 Feb 2017 . The mounting discord has led many to comment on the persistence of the “deep
state” — shorthand for the nexus of corporate power and political and administrative
institutions, including the branches of the armed forces, the federal bureaucracy, and the FBI,
CIA, NSA, and other secretive intelligence.
21 Feb 2017 . This phrase that Trump's election has precipitated into a full-blown — hmmm . .
. what? Not just “meme” — that word skates the surface. What's happened with the upsurging
of this phrase seems to be simultaneously both expansion and deepening of the cultural?
conspiratorial? convergence? field which.
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